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Campaign overview 
 
'There’s nothing like Australia' is Tourism Australia’s global consumer marketing campaign highlighting 
some of the very best attractions and experiences Australia has to offer. Designed to be long-lasting and 
flexible, the campaign evolves to stay relevant for target consumers in a highly competitive and fast-
changing global tourism environment. 
 
In 2016 the campaign will continue to focus on Australia's strengths in food and wine as well as place a 
renewed focus on Australia’s world class aquatic and coastal experiences – both major decision making 
factors in Australia's key international tourism markets. 
 
Find out more at www.tourism.australia.com/tnla.  
 

   

http://www.tourism.australia.com/tnla
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A research led approach 
 
As a driver of visitation Australia’s ‘aquatic and coastal assets’ are as important as ‘great food, wine, local 
cuisine and produce’ amongst consumers in 11 of Australia’s most important inbound markets: China, 
Germany, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, Singapore, South Korea, UK and USA. 
 

 
 
The research shows: 
 

 Australia’s biggest competitive strength is its world class nature, something which is highly 
regarded from all our key target markets and very much a core part of our global tourism offering; 

 

 Australia is also the highest rating destination in the world when it comes to ‘world class beauty 
and natural environments’, ahead of places such as Hawaii, New Zealand, Canada and Switzerland; 

 

 The most important types of ‘world class beauty and natural environments’ are aquatic – 
specifically ‘tropical islands and beaches’, ranking No.1 for consumers from three of Australia’s four 
highest volume markets, New Zealand, China and the USA, as well as Germany, India, Malaysia and 
Indonesia; 

 

 The greatest drivers of international visitor demand specifically to Australia are coastal (including 
beaches) and aquatic, with Tropical North Queensland, Sydney and the Gold Coast ranking highest 
for uniqueness and appeal; 

 

 The Great Barrier Reef is ranked third overall for ‘most appealing Australian experience or activity’, 
just behind ‘Australian beaches’ and ‘Australian wildlife’; 

 

 Consumers in the UK, US, Singapore and Japan rank the Great Barrier Reef as their most appealing 
Australian attraction. 
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Aquatic and coastal campaign objectives 
 

 To contribute to a 10% growth in international visitor expenditure in 2016 (and track quarterly 
following launch).  
 

 Improve Australia’s current association with world class coastlines, beaches and marine wildlife. 
 

 Gain widespread endorsement for the campaign by identified stakeholder groups. 
 

 Challenge the perception that Australia is a once in a lifetime destination by showcasing the 
breadth of coastal and aquatic experiences across the country and the year-round appeal in terms 
of unique wildlife experiences. 
 

 Partner with airlines and tour operators to extend campaign reach and provide conversion 
opportunities for consumers to take the next step. 

 
 

Target audience 
 
Campaign activity will be featured in Australia’s key target markets for leisure travellers: Americas (Brazil, 
USA and Canada); Continental Europe (France, Germany and Italy); Greater China (China and Hong Kong); 
India; Indonesia; Japan; Malaysia; Singapore; South Korea; and the UK.  
 
Across each international market Tourism Australia focus on consumers who spend more and do more 
when they travel to Australia. 
 
 
 
The creative idea 
 
The core consumer message of the new aquatic and coastal campaign is ‘Australia, it’s a place you feel’ 
which will be rolled out under the ‘There’s Nothing Like Australia’ brand umbrella.  
 
You don’t just visit Australia, you live it. It’s not just a place you see, it’s a place you feel. Australia 
welcomes you with open arms and invites you to experience it with all your senses. 
 
As with food and wine, it is Australia’s unique combination of people, place and product that makes it 
special: 
 

 People: Australians have an attitude that gives them an unrestrained and unpretentious approach 
to aquatic and coastal activities. Outdoors is part of our culture and lifestyle - kids attend nippers, 
people of all ages surf, 80% of people live on the coast, and swimming is part of our everyday life. 
 

 Place: An unspoilt land with an abundance of fresh air, untouched coastline, white sands, crystal 
clear water, sunshine and a temperate climate which invites travellers to immerse themselves in 
the naturally beautiful land and enjoy our aquatic and coastal experiences in both regional and 
urban locations.  
 

 Product: The majority of Australian tourism products and employees are located in a regional or 
urban beach environment. It is by far our strongest serviced product offering in the country’s 
tourism offering.  
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Campaign pillars 
 
To assist in framing the story, products and experiences have been chosen across four key aquatic and 
coastal categories that our target international consumers respond to:  
 

1. Aquatic wildlife 
2. Remote coastal, beach and aquatic locations 
3. Developed coastal, beach and aquatic locations 
4. Tropical islands  

 
This will enable Tourism Australia, in conjunction with our State and Territory Tourism partners, to ensure 
an appropriate range of aquatic and coastal products and experiences from across the country are 
featured, identify hero and supporting products and experiences as well as highlight what is uniquely 
Australian.  
 
 

Creative delivery  
 
Australia’s beautiful aquatic and coastal experiences will brought to life for international travellers in a 
range of ways: 
 

 A new broadcast ad highlighting examples of Australia’s world class aquatic and coastal product 
and experiences which will be used in broadcast, cinema and digital channels; 

 

 New technology and digital assets including Virtual Reality and 360 mobile imagery which provides 
immersive experiences and help bring to life Australia’s world class aquatic and coastal experiences 
for media, travel sellers and consumers overseas; 

 

 New print and digital executions, including interactive and rich digital media advertising banners;  
 

 A new social media focus on using inspiring user generated content that shows how exciting, fun 
and welcoming Australia is all year round; 

 

 Online video content and short films;  
 

 Inspiring new content for Australia.com which will continue to be the heart of the campaign and 
the call to action on all advertising; 

 

 Content marketing to promote Australia's unique aquatic and coastal experiences and provide an 
opportunity to connect our target customer with key distribution partners;  

 

 Conversion-led advocacy on our social media platforms by creating and moderating destination 
content that depicts Australia as exciting, fun and welcoming, having a variety of interesting 
experiences, and good for a visit anytime during the year; 

 

 New consumer, media and trade itineraries;  
 

 Aquatic and coastal themed itineraries for international media hosted familiarisation visits; 
 

 Major broadcast opportunities that have strong aquatic and coastal theme; and 
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 Targeted consumer travel offers through Tourism Australia’s network of preferred travel sellers in 
key international markets. 

 

 


